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Given a weighted graph G = (V;E), a positive integer k, and a penalty funtion w

p

, we want

to �nd k spanning trees on G, not neessarily disjoint, of minimum total weight, suh that the

weight of eah edge is subjet to a penalty given by w

p

if it belongs to more than one tree. The

objetive funtion to be minimized is

P

e2E

W

e

(i

e

), where W

e

(i

e

) = i

e

w

p

(e; i

e

), whih is an

aggregate ost measure; i

e

is the number of times edge e appears in the solution. For the ase

whenW

e

is weakly onvex, whih should have wide appliation in ongestion problems, we present

a polynomial time algorithm; the algorithm's omplexity is quadrati in k. We also present two

heuristis with omplexity linear in k. In an experimental study we show that these heuristis

are muh faster than the exat algorithm also in pratie. These experiments present a diverse

ombination of input families (four), varying k (up to 1000), and penalty funtions (two). In most

inputs tested the solutions given by the heuristis were within 1% of optimal or muh better,

espeially for large k. The worst quality observed was 3.2% of optimal.

1. INTRODUCTION

In this paper we study a ombinatorial ongestion problem. We de�ne a ongestion

problem as an alloation problem where eah \resoure" may be shared by any

number of \users", but where any atual sharing implies an inrease in the ost

paid by eah user. A typial ongestion problem is traÆ ongestion on a road, in

whih eah driver on that road su�ers delays. Given an undireted weighted graph
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G = (V;E) with n verties, m edges, and edge weight funtion w, we an de�ne

\ongestion variants" for several of the well-known graph optimization problems.

In this paper we are interested in one suh variant that is related to the minimum

spanning tree problem.

Let k be a positive integer. Our aim will be to �nd a set T of not neessarily

disjoint k spanning trees T

1

; T

2

; : : : ; T

k

of a graph G, subjet to ertain onditions.

Let i

e

be the number of times that edge e 2 E appears in (or \is used by") the

trees in T . The ost for eah use of an edge e, instead of being a onstant w(e), is

some funtion w

p

(e; i

e

) of w(e) and the total number of uses i

e

of that edge (we all

w

p

the penalty funtion). The total ost of a solution T ould then be de�ned as

P

e2E

w

p

(e; i

e

). However, here we are primarily onerned with the aggregate ost

for an edge e, whih is de�ned as W

e

(i

e

) = i

e

w

p

(e; i

e

). This aggregate ost takes

into aount not only the mean ost per user of an edge [the value of w

p

(e; i

e

)℄, but

also the sum of all suh osts over all hosen trees. We believe that this aggregate

formulation is a better model for global ongestion situations.

The problem studied in this work an now be stated as follows:

Given G, k, and w

p

, �nd k spanning trees T

1

; T

2

; : : : ; T

k

of G, not ne-

essarily disjoint, suh that

P

e2E

W

e

(i

e

) is minimum.

If w

p

(e; 1) = w(e) and w

p

(e; i

e

) = 1 for all i

e

> 1, this is the problem of �nd-

ing k disjoint spanning trees of minimum total ost. For future referene, we all

the general problem the minimum ongestion k-spanning trees problem (kMST).

To our knowledge the general kMST problem has not been studied before. How-

ever, disjoint-trees versions of it are well-known. Nash-Williams [Nash-Williams

1961℄ and Tutte [Tutte 1961℄ have studied the unweighted ase. Roskind and Tar-

jan [Roskind and Tarjan 1985℄, building on work of Edmonds [Edmonds 1965a;

Edmonds 1965b℄, presented a polynomial-time algorithm for the weighted ase.

We present here results for the partiular ase where the aggregate ost funtion

W

e

is weakly onvex; that is, when

W

e

(i+ 1)�W

e

(i) �W

e

(i)�W

e

(i� 1) (1)

for all i � 1 (we will refer to this as the weak onvexity ondition). Note that

this ondition implies that W

e

grows at least linearly with i

e

. (This ondition also

implies that w

p

(e; i) is nondereasing, i.e. w

p

(e; i+ 1) � w

p

(e; i) for all i; but the

onverse is not true.)

The reason why our results onern only this partiular ase will beome lear in

the next setion. However, note that for ongestion situations this ase should have

wide appliation. In many pratial ases the penalty funtion grows muh faster

than linearly. For example, the load funtion for Internet traÆ used by Fortz and

Thorup [Fortz and Thorup 2000℄, whih they laim is based on reommendations

made by the ompany Ciso, grows exponentially.

The kMST problem is interesting in its own right. However, our main interest

in this paper is to explore it as an example of the following type of situation: A

problem for whih a polynomial-time algorithm exists, but for whih, in pratie, it

is better to use heuristis. Heuristis are ommonly enountered and vastly studied

in the realm of NP-omplete problems. In the ase of problems in lass P, suh

results are rarer. (One example from the literature is an approximation algorithm
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for the graph mathing problem [Williamson and Goemans 1996℄.)

The results we present are as follows. First we show that the kMST problem

under the weak onvexity ondition an be solved exatly in polynomial time. Then

we present two algorithms for whih we have no guarantees for solution quality, and

hene are heuristis. We show that their theoretial running times are better than

the running time of the exat algorithm. A summary of theoretial results is shown

in Table 1. (Note that our theoretial results also hold if the objetive funtion is

P

e2E

w

p

(e; i

e

), with w

p

weakly onvex.) We then present an experimental study

that shows that the heuristis are indeed muh faster than the exat algorithm (for

the graph instanes tested), while �nding solutions very lose to the optimum.

Table 1. Summary of theoretial results for the kMST problem.

algorithm running time

exat O(m logm+ k

2

n

2

)

A-Prim O(k(m+ n log n))

A-Kruskal O(m logm+ k(m+ n log n))

B O(m logm + kn(logm+ �(2n; n) log n))

2. AN EXACT ALGORITHM

The exat algorithm is a simple redution of our problem to the weighted disjoint-

trees problem (whih we all the kMSTd problem). Our algorithm therefore is

entirely based on Roskind and Tarjan's algorithm (hene-forward alled RT). Our

redution assumes that the RT algorithm an handle parallel edges. This is an easy

extension of the algorithm desribed in [Roskind and Tarjan 1985℄.

Here is how the redution works. Let the inremental ost (e; i

e

+ 1) of edge e

be

(e; i

e

+ 1) =W

e

(i

e

+ 1)�W

e

(i

e

): (2)

The value of (e; i

e

+1) represents the inrease in the solution's value by the inlu-

sion of edge e in the (i

e

+ 1)-th tree, and this funtion, given the weak onvexity

ondition, is nondereasing.

We will now redue an instane I = hG; k; w

p

i of the kMST problem to an

instane I

0

= hG

0

; k; w

0

i of the kMSTd problem. Given an instane of the kMST

problem reate a graph G

0

= (V;E

0

) in the following way: for eah edge e = (u; v) 2

E, reate k parallel edges e

1

; e

2

; : : : ; e

k

2 E

0

(all of them between verties u and

v) suh that w

0

(e

j

) = (e; j), 1 � j � k. Note that if G is onneted, then G

0

will

ertainly ontain at least k disjoint spanning trees. We remark that using parallel

edges with inremental osts is a standard way of making suh redutions; see for

example [Ahuja et al. 1993, setion 14.3℄.

We now laim that given a solution T

0

for I

0

, we an obtain a solution T for

I and vie versa. First note that given a pair of verties (u; v) and the edges

e

1

; e

2

; : : : ; e

k

between them in I

0

, an edge e

j

an belong to T

0

if and only if every

edge e

l

; 1 � l < j, is also part of T

0

. This is so beause w

0

(e

l

) is never greater

than w

0

(e

j

), due to the nondereasing behavior of (e; i

e

). (And this explains why

the weak onvexity ondition is ruial.) Furthermore, all these edges belong to
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di�erent trees (to avoid yles and beause the trees must be disjoint). Based on

this we an establish a one-to-one orrespondene between a tree in T

0

and a tree

in T . If in T

0

, for a given pair (u; v), all edges up to e

j

are used, this means that

i

(u;v)

in T will be j (and vie versa). The total ost of these edges in T or in T

0

is

the same and that proves the laim.

We now very briey desribe the RT algorithm. It starts by sorting the edges in

nondereasing order by weight and reating a set F of k forests F

1

; F

2

; :::; F

k

, eah

with n verties and no edges. The algorithm exeutes the following augmenting

step for eah edge e 2 G, in order: �nd an F

i

suh that e an be inserted in F

i

without reating a yle (with the insertion possibly ausing a rearrangement of

edges among the forests in F); if suh an F

i

annot be found, disard e. The

algorithm stops when all forests beome trees. The searh for a valid F

i

in eah

augmenting step is done by a labeling proess.

Roskind and Tarjan show that this algorithm takes O(m logm+ k

2

n

2

) time. A

diret appliation of the redution above gives for our algorithm a running time of

O(km log km + k

2

n

2

) and a storage requirement of km edges. We now show that

it is not neessary to store that many edges and that our algorithm an be made

to run in the same time bound as the RT algorithm.

Given the input graph G, the redution gives a lear rule for determining all km

edges of G

0

. This means that we may keep G

0

impliit, and generate eah opy of

an edge from G on the y. In addition, note that as soon as the algorithm deides

to disard an edge e

j

, all other unexamined edges e

l

; l > j, between the same pair

of verties, an be disarded as well. This means that we do not even have to sort

km values. We an either disard an edge and all remaining parallel edges, or we

use edge e

j

and insert its next opy (e

j+1

) with its weight updated into the data

struture that ontains the edges. The time bound depends on the data struture

used to represent the edge list. Sine this list must also be updated, we need a

priority queue. We assume that a binary heap is used.

Initialization of the algorithm onsists of building the heap [O(m) time℄ and

reating the forests [O(kn)℄. Seleting an edge from the heap osts O(1). One an

edge is proessed, we may need to disard it or replae it with the next opy. In

terms of heap operations, this means deleting or updating an element, respetively.

Both require O(logm) time.

As in the original algorithm, the labeling step is exeuted O(kn) times. Eah exe-

ution requires O(kn) operations, in addition to the extra O(logm) time demanded

by heap operations. There are up to O(m) steps in whih applying the labeling

algorithm is not neessary, sine the ends of the edge being examined belong to

the same speial subset (\lump", in RT's terminology) of verties. Eah of these

steps requires O(logm) time to delete the edge from the heap. The overall time

bound of the algorithm implemented in this way is O(m logm + k

2

n

2

), whih is

an improvement over the diret appliation of the redution and is the same time

bound of the RT algorithm. We have thus established the following result:

Theorem 1. The kMST problem under the weak onvexity ondition an be

solved in O(m logm+ k

2

n

2

) time.
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3. HEURISTICS

In this setion we present two heuristis for the kMST problem. These heuristis

were developed before we knew the omplexity of the problem, and were thus

ontemplating the possibility that it might be NP-omplete. Even though it turned

out that the problem is polynomially solvable under the weak onvexity ondition,

the heuristis proposed are intuitive, asymptotially faster than the exat algorithm,

and simple to implement.

3.1 Heuristi A: Tree-Greedy

This is a greedy heuristi, in that it omputes eah tree T

i

based on all previously

omputed trees T

j

, 1 � j < i. We start with graph G

1

= G, and ompute T

1

as

its minimum spanning tree. We then update the weights of edges that are in T

1

.

The updated weight of one suh edge e will be (e; 2) = 2w

p

(e; 2) � w

p

(e; 1), its

inremental ost as de�ned in (2). Graph G

2

is the same as G

1

, but with edge

weights updated as desribed. The next tree, T

2

, will be the minimum spanning

tree of G

2

and so on, until we have obtained k trees.

Any minimum spanning tree algorithm an be used to implement this heuristi.

We analyze two possibilities: using Prim's algorithm and Kruskal's algorithm [Cor-

men et al. 1990℄.

Implementing Prim's algorithm using a Fibonai heap makes it run in O(m +

n logn) time. As Heuristi A exeutes this algorithm k times, its omplexity is

O(k(m+ n logn)).

Kruskal's algorithm requires a preproessing edge-sorting step ostingO(m logm).

Using a union-�nd data struture the main loop osts O(m�(2n; n)) time (using

trees to implement sets, plus path ompression and weighted union [Tarjan 1975;

Cormen et al. 1990℄) or O(m+n logn) (using linked lists and weighted union [Cor-

men et al. 1990℄). The omplexity of Kruskal's algorithm is thus dominated by

the omplexity of the preproessing step. As Heuristi A requires k appliations

of the algorithm, its overall omplexity would be O(km logm). However, Heuris-

ti A allows us to exeute Kruskal's algorithm more eÆiently. After the i-th

(1 � i < k) exeution of Kruskal's algorithm, the set of edges an be partitioned

into two subsets, one (the �rst) ontaining the n� 1 edges of T

i

, and another (the

seond) with the remaining edges. The latter is already sorted, sine the inre-

mental osts of its edges were not hanged. For the next step, all we have to do

is sort the �rst subset, merge it with the seond, and apply Kruskal's algorithm

again. This takes O(m + n logn) time. This observation frees us from sorting the

omplete set of edges in every step. The overall omplexity of the heuristi is thus

O(m logm+ k(m+ n logn)).

3.2 Heuristi B: Edge-Greedy

Heuristi B is greedy too, but \grows" the trees of the desired solution all together,

in a fashion reminisent of the exat algorithm. We start with k forests, eah forest

F

i

ontaining the n verties of G and no edges. We pik the edge with the smallest

inremental ost (and hene need a priority queue) and hek whether it an be

inserted into some forest without reating a yle. If we �nd suh a forest (whih we

all valid), the edge is inserted and its inremental ost is updated in the queue; if

a forest is not found, the edge an be disarded. This step is repeated until k(n�1)
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edges are inserted into the forests, whih by then are trees. There are at most m�1

steps in whih a valid forest is not found, and k(n � 1) steps in whih an edge is

atually inserted. In eah step, we must perform two kinds of operations:

|Edge seletion: We must either remove an edge from the queue or update its

weight. We an perform both operations in O(logm) time if we represent the

priority queue as a binary heap.

|Cyle heking: The most eÆient way to manage yle-related information is

employing a union-�nd data struture. Sine eah forest may be heked in

every step, all yle-related operations (onsidering the entire exeution of the

algorithm) ost O((kn+m)k�(2n; n)) time.

All osts onsidered, the overall time bound of Heuristi B is O((kn +m)(logm+

k�(2n; n))). We will now show that this time bound an be substantially improved

by using several di�erent tehniques.

3.2.1 Monitoring Clusters. The �rst idea is to use an extra union-�nd struture

(in addition to the ones assoiated with forests) to represent lusters. Clusters are

subsets of verties that are in the same onneted omponent in every forest F

i

.

We start with n disjoint sets, eah representing a vertex of G, and then proeed to

the exeution of the algorithm as previously desribed. If we test a andidate edge

e = (u; v) against every relevant forest and �nd that none is valid for insertion, we

onlude that verties u and v belong to the same luster, and exeute union(u; v)

in the extra union-�nd struture. The performane gain will be ahieved if we

verify whether the endpoints of a andidate edge belong to the same luster before

heking all forests in eah step. If the verties do belong to the same luster, we

simply disard the edge and proeed to the next one, avoiding a fruitless searh.

The worst-ase analysis of this approah is as follows: k(n�1) suessful searhes,

O(n) unsuessful searhes (eah resulting in a union operation), and O(m) edges

disarded without any searh at all. Knowing that O(logm) operations are required

to selet an edge and that eah searh heks up to k forests, the overall time bound

of this improved version of Heuristi B is O(m logm+ kn(logm+ k�(2n; n))).

3.2.2 Disarding Trees. Another idea is to test edges only against a relevant sub-

set of the forests, those with more than one omponent (other forests an be dis-

arded, sine no edge an be added to them without reating yles). To implement

this, we keep the relevant forests (all of them, in the beginning of the algorithm) in

a linked list. As soon the (n� 1)-th edge is inserted into a forest F

i

, we remove F

i

from the list. This makes the algorithm faster, although its asymptoti time bound

remains unhanged.

3.2.3 Ordering. For the running times presented so far, any forest sanning order

an be used. One may even adopt di�erent orders in eah step. However, analyzing

the forests in the exat same order in every step yields a signi�ant improvement.

It does not matter whih order it is, as long as it is the same in every step.

To obtain the improvement we will need to ompare onneted omponents of

the forests F

i

. We will do so onsidering only the set of verties in eah omponent

(not the edges). Suppose now that the �xed order in whih forests are onsidered

is F

1

; F

2

; : : : ; F

k

. Then, the following is true:
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Theorem 2. Any onneted omponent in a forest F

i

is a subset (not neessarily

proper) of some onneted omponent of F

i�1

, for 1 < i � k.

Proof. If there were a omponent C in F

i

whose verties were not in the same

omponent of F

i�1

, then there would be an edge e joining some two verties of C

that ould be inserted in F

i�1

. This ontradits the fat that edges are inserted in

the �rst valid forest.

The following orollary is immediate.

Corollary 1. Let e(u; v) be an edge of G and let F

i

(1 � i < k) be the �rst

forest in whih the insertion of e does not reate a yle (i.e., in whih u and v

are in di�erent onneted omponents). Then, e does not reate a yle in F

j

, for

every j suh that i < j � k.

As a onsequene of this result, for eah pair of verties u; v, we an divide the

set of forests into two subsets. In forests F

1

to F

i�1

, u and v belong to the same

onneted omponent; in forests F

i

to F

k

, u and v are in di�erent omponents. Our

task is to �nd the �rst forest of the seond subset. This an be done using binary

searh over the k forests. This redues the overall omplexity of the algorithm

to O(m logm + kn(logm + �(2n; n) log k)). This omplexity assumes that luster

monitoring (as desribed above) is used.

Applying the tree-disarding tehnique presented above is still possible. In fat,

it beomes easier to implement when the forests are analyzed in a �xed order. It

follows from Corollary 1 that a forest F

i

(1 < i � k) an beome a tree only after

every forest F

j

(1 � j < i) has already beome a tree in previous steps. In other

words, the subset of forests whih are trees is either empty or an be expressed as

fF

1

; F

2

; : : : ; F

s

g, for some s � k. Thus, when a forest F

i

beomes a tree, all we have

to do is set s = i and restrit further searhes to forests F

s+1

; F

s+2

; : : : ; F

k

. Notie

that the single variable s makes the linked list for the tree-disarding tehnique

unneessary.

3.2.4 Indexed Searh. Even with all the improvements mentioned so far, the run-

ning time of Heuristi B has a k log k fator, while Heuristi A is linear in k. As

seen above, the extra log k fator is due to the ost of searhing for a valid forest

to insert a given edge. We now show that this searh an be done in O(log n) time.

For this we need the onept of omponent-equivalene. Two forests F

i

(V;E

i

)

and F

j

(V;E

j

) are omponent-equivalent if and only if their verties are partitioned

into the same onneted omponents (reall that by \same omponent" we mean

omponents with the same set of verties, but not neessarily the same set of edges).

With this de�nition we an now prove the following result.

Theorem 3. In any step of the algorithm, there are no more than min(n; k) sets

of omponent-equivalent forests.

Proof. This is trivial if k � n, sine k is the number of forests. Therefore, let

us assume that k > n. An immediate onsequene of Theorem 2 is that forests are

always sorted in non-inreasing order by number of edges. That is, given forests

F

i

and F

i�1

(1 < i � k), either jE

i

j < jE

i�1

j or jE

i

j = jE

i�1

j. They annot be

omponent-equivalent if jE

i

j < jE

i�1

j, sine the number of edges is di�erent. On

the other hand, if jE

i

j = jE

i�1

j, Theorem 2 guarantees the omponent-equivalene
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of F

i�1

and F

i

, whih means they belong to the same set. Thus the number of sets

is equal to the number of strit inequalities. Sine a forest with n verties may have

no more than n� 1 edges, there are at most n di�erent forest edge set ardinalities

(from 0 to n�1) in a given step of the algorithm. Hene, n is the maximum number

of di�erent sets of omponent-equivalent forests if k > n.

As desribed above, in every step of the algorithm we must look for a valid forest

F

i

for whih i is minimum. As explained in Setion 3.2.3 we an �nd this forest

by performing binary searh on the list of forests. Using Theorem 3, we show that

there is a way of �nding the same forest independent of k.

Let S

l

(0 � l � n � 1) be the set of omponent-equivalent forests with l edges.

For a given edge e, we must �nd the largest l suh that e an be inserted into a

forest of S

l

without reating a yle. The edge e an be inserted into any forest

in S

l

. We hoose to insert it in the �rst forest in S

l

aording to the order in

whih forests are being onsidered; this hoie makes the algorithm asymptotially

faster, as will be seen below. To arry out this insertion, we must keep for eah

set S

l

a referene to its �rst forest, making the list of omponent-equivalent sets

at as an index to individual forests. To �nd the desired forest, we an perform

a binary searh on a vetor of indies, whih has size n, osting us O(log n). We

all this index vetor index. This is the general idea. However, there is a minor

detail that we must onsider. Sine any set S

l

may be empty in some steps of

the algorithm, we must deide whih forest should be referened to by index[l℄

when this happens. We adopted the following solution: make index[l℄ represent

the �rst forest with l edges or fewer. Hene, when there is no l-edge forest, we have

index[l℄ = index[l � 1℄. With this solution, index must be managed as follows:

|Initialization: Set index[l℄ = 1, for 0 � l � n� 1.

|Searh: Given an edge e, �nd, using binary searh, the largest l suh that e an

be inserted in index[l℄ and annot be inserted in index[l + 1℄.

|Update: Let F

i

be the forest found in the previous step and jE

i

j be the number

of edges in it (after e is inserted). Sine jE

i

j inreased by one, we have to do

something about index[jE

i

j � 1℄. Set index[jE

i

j � 1℄ = i+1, whih means that

F

i+1

replaes F

i

as the �rst forest with jE

i

j � 1 edges or fewer.

Notie that the seond phase (searh) an be unsuessful, beause there may

be, in some step of the algorithm, no i suh that e an be inserted in F

i

. When

this happens, e an be removed from the queue.

We an now present the �nal analysis of Heuristi B. The only di�erene we have

introdued is the number of omparisons made when searhing for a forest to insert

an edge. When index is used, O(log n) omparisons are required per searh, as

opposed to O(log k) without that auxiliary vetor. In both ases, eah omparison

takes at most O(�(2n; n)) time on average, and all omparisons on all trees take

O(kn�(2n; n) logn) total time. Therefore, Heuristi B with luster ontrol and

indexed searh will run in O(m logm+ kn(logm+ �(2n; n) logn)) time.

4. AN EXPERIMENTAL STUDY

We have implemented and tested the exat algorithm, Heuristi A with Kruskal's

algorithm, Heuristi B (with all improvements desribed in Setion 3.2), and a
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random algorithm (see next paragraph). Heuristi A with Prim's algorithm and a

binary heap was implemented, but preliminary testing showed that it was onsid-

erably slower than A-Kruskal, and hene it was not part of further testing.

The random algorithm builds k trees, and for eah tree it selets (n � 1) edges

randomly, using a union-�nd data struture to avoid yle-reating edges. This

algorithm was implemented so that the proposed heuristis ould be judged not

only on how lose they get to the optimal solution but also how muh better they

are with respet to a randomly found solution.

The implementation of the exat algorithm ontains the following pratial im-

provement in the RT algorithm, motivated by our experiene in developing Heuris-

ti B. When trying to insert an edge into a forest, we try all forests (in the same

�xed order) rather than invoke the labeling proedure after failing to insert the

edge into forest F

1

. This modi�ation hanges neither the orretness (for both

the kMSTd and kMST problems) nor the asymptoti running time of the RT al-

gorithm [heking all forests in eah step osts O(k�(2n; n)), whih is muh less

than the O(kn) time required by the labeling proedure℄. We veri�ed that the RT

algorithm ran onsiderably faster with this modi�ation.

4.1 Methodology

All programs were implemented in C++ and ompiled with the GNU C Compiler

using the -O3 optimization ag. All tests were done on a DEC Alpha 600au with

1 GB of RAM. Every instane �t in memory, thus limiting I/O operations to reading

the input graph. I/O operations were not inluded in timing measurements.

The implementations were tested on families of instanes reated with generators

that we wrote and on publily-available instanes. Original edge weights are always

integers, but they are implemented using the double data type (beause one of the

penalty funtions hanges integer weights into rational weights). The families and

instanes are as follows:

|omplu, a omplete graph with uniform distribution of pairwise distint edge

weights.

|omplb, a omplete graph with a biased distribution of pairwise distint edge

weights (the bias is explained below).

|hyperu, a hyperubi grid with uniform distribution of pairwise distint edge

weights.

|hyperb, a hyperubi grid with a biased distribution of pairwise distint edge

weights (the same bias as in omplb, see below).

|random, a random onneted graph with uniform distribution of edge weights.

|brazil58, an instane from TSPLIB, obtained in the TSPLIB website,

http://www.iwr.uni-heidelberg.de/iwr/omopt/soft/TSPLIB95/TSPLIB.html. This

is a omplete graph with n = 58 and weights given by eulidean distanes.

|orlib, instanes for the Steiner tree problem from OR-library [Beasley 1990℄, ob-

tained at ftp://msmga.ms.i.a.uk/pub/. We used instanes from \problem set

C", whih are random graphs, with n = 500, and uniformly distributed weights

in the interval [1,10℄.
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The hyperubi grid generator produes toroidal grids of order l and dimension d.

For d = 2 and l = 5, this is a 2-dimensional 5�5 retangular grid with wrap-around.

Suh grids have l

d

verties and dl

d

edges.

Weight bias is obtained by having all weights in the interval 1 : : : Y present, where

Y = min(m; 2(n � 1)), and hoosing remaining weights (if any) in a random and

uniform way from the interval Y + 1 : : :max, where max is a program parameter.

We used two penalty funtions in our experiments:

|�, given by w

p

(e; i

e

) = i

e

w(e). This results in a quadrati objetive funtion.

|�, given by w

p

(e; i

e

) = a(i

e

)w(e), where a is a piee-wise linear onvex funtion

whose verties are given in Table 2. Note that this funtion depends on k. This

funtion was adapted from a similar one appearing in [Fortz and Thorup 2000℄.

Table 2. The penalty funtion �. Values for a when x is between the values given below are

linearly interpolated.

x = (i

e

� 1)=k a

0 1

1=3 3

2=3 10

9=10 70

1 500

In reporting results we use the onept of solution quality. The quality of solution

S given by algorithm X is simply the ratio between the ost of S and the optimal

ost.

4.2 Results

4.2.1 Penalty funtion �. We �rst present results that give a general piture

of the performane of the various implementations with respet to input family,

inreasing n, inreasing m, inreasing k, time, and solution quality. In this �rst

bath of results, the penalty funtion used was �.

Table 3 ompares the three implementations with respet to running time, and

the two heuristis and the random algorithm with respet to solution quality, for

family omplu and n = 100 with varying k. For eah value of k, 10 di�erent instanes

were generated (with di�erent seeds) and tested. Edge weights are between 1 and

n(n � 1)=2 = 4950 (sine graphs in this family are omplete and edge weights are

pairwise distint, this means that there is a one-to-one orrespondene between

integers in the interval [1 : : : 4950℄ and edge weights). For eah value of k and

eah implementation, the mean time in seonds and its standard deviation are

shown. In the ase of qualities we show the maximum value (worst quality) over

the 10 instanes for heuristis A and B, and the minimum value (best quality) for

the random algorithm. This minimum value was obtained running the random

algorithm 5 times on eah instane. Hene, for eah value of k, the minimum value

was obtained from 50 di�erent runs.

Table 4 ompares the three implementations with respet to running time, and

the two heuristis and the random algorithm with respet to solution quality, for
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Table 3. Results for family omplu, n = 100.

time (s) quality

k exat A B A B random

100 2:492 � 0:160 0:087� 0:006 0:040 � 0:000 1.000198 1.000195 4.982474

200 7:569 � 0:582 0:147� 0:016 0:080 � 0:000 1.000135 1.000134 4.555081

300 13:514 � 1:736 0:225� 0:031 0:120 � 0:000 1.000132 1.000132 4.296061

400 17:866 � 2:166 0:310� 0:051 0:160 � 0:000 1.000061 1.000061 4.138074

500 20:770 � 2:281 0:410� 0:077 0:199 � 0:003 1.000030 1.000030 4.029886

Table 4. Results for family omplu, k = 100.

time (s) quality

n exat A B A B random

100 2:425� 0:091 0:088 � 0:006 0:040 � 0:000 1.000171 1.000172 4.824

200 13:388 � 0:488 0:329 � 0:014 0:104 � 0:005 1.000214 1.000217 6.507

300 33:885 � 1:127 0:719 � 0:040 0:194 � 0:005 1.000181 1.000181 8.141

400 63:860 � 2:653 1:237 � 0:058 0:305 � 0:007 1.000216 1.000217 9.800

500 102:656 � 3:409 1:893 � 0:071 0:423 � 0:009 1.000195 1.000194 11.417

Table 5. Results for family hyperb, k = 100.

time (s) quality

n exat A B A B random

81 0:756 � 0:065 0:010� 0:000 0:020� 0:000 1.000127 1.000126 199.246985

256 11:141 � 0:379 0:058� 0:004 0:100� 0:000 1.000215 1.000218 61.426167

625 78:322 � 1:855 0:178� 0:004 0:310� 0:000 1.000268 1.000269 31.650816

1296 378:012 � 4:320 0:438� 0:004 0:797� 0:005 1.000306 1.000306 16.295423

Table 6. Results for family orlib, k = 100, n = 500.

time (s) quality

m exat A B A B random

625 24:142 � 0:453 0:070 � 0:000 0:204 � 0:005 1.000048 1.000048 1.127599

1000 44:610 � 1:363 0:092 � 0:004 0:218 � 0:004 1.000178 1.000192 1.381899

2500 81:930 � 1:092 0:180 � 0:000 0:224 � 0:005 1.000246 1.000310 1.675511

12500 91:720 � 1:776 0:266 � 0:014 0:252 � 0:007 1.000005 1.000008 1.969579
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family omplu and k = 100 with varying n. Number of instanes, edge weights and

number of runs of the random algorithm are similar to the previous table.

Table 5 presents results similar to Table 4, but the instanes ome from family

hyperb. Here weights are in the interval [1 : : : 100000℄. The parameter values used

in the generator were d = 4 and l = 3; 4; 5; 6.

Table 6 presents results from experiments with family orlib. We reall that in this

ase the number of verties is �xed at n = 500 and that the topology is random.

Additionally, the values in eah row result from �ve di�erent instanes (rather than

ten, as in the previous tables), beause only �ve instanes for eah m value were

available at the address given above.

Tables 3, 4, 5, and 6 make it lear how muh faster the heuristis are with respet

to the exat algorithm and how good their solutions are. In all these ases heuristi

solution quality is within 0.031% of optimal. In addition the tables show that the

random algorithm is signi�antly worse than the heuristis. The di�erene in the

quality values obtained by the random algorithm in families hyperb and orlib shows

that this algorithm is quite sensitive to the weight distribution, as one would expet.
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1.008
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1.014

1 10 100 1000
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ity

number of trees (log scale)

brazil58

Fig. 1. Quality values on instane brazil58.

To get an idea of how quality hanges with di�erent values of k we ran both

Heuristi A and B on instane brazil58. The results (taking the worst value between

A and B for eah k) are shown in Figure 1. We see that the worst ase ours for

k = 5, and that for large values of k quality tends to 1. The random algorithm
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in this experiment had the following behavior: for k = 1, its quality was 6.99; for

larger values of k, the quality improved, reahing 2.02 for k = 1000.

Given the relatively high value for the quality when k = 5 in the previous exper-

iment, we deided to test the heuristis for small values of k on six other spei�

instanes from three di�erent families. In addition to the brazil58 instane already

desribed, the other instanes were as follows:

|omplu100: n = 100, weights in the interval [1 : : : 495000℄.

|omplb100: n = 100, weights in the interval [1 : : : 495000℄.

|hyperu256: n = 256, m = 1024, weights in the interval [1 : : : 102400℄.

|hyperb256: n = 256, m = 1024, weights in the interval [1 : : : 102400℄.

|orlib625: n = 500, m = 625 (the sparsest instane in this set), whih is instane

01 in the orlib repository .

|orlib12500: n = 500, m = 12500, whih is instane 16 in the orlib repository.
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Fig. 2. Quality values for small values of k, �rst bath, penalty funtion �.

The results an be seen in Figures 2 and 3. Eah point of eah urve represents

the worst quality between heuristis A and B, but as was the ase with Figure 1,

performane of A and B with respet to quality was essentially the same.

Figures 2 and 3 show that quality values reah peaks in the interval 1 < k � 15,

and generally drop o� for k > 15, for all instanes. The peaks show that the

heuristis obtained qualities within 1.3% of optimal, exept on instane orlib12500

for k = 5, where quality was 2.8% of optimal.
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Fig. 3. Quality values for small values of k, seond bath, penalty funtion �.

4.2.2 Penalty funtion �. We now present a seond bath of results obtained

using funtion �. In reporting these results we onentrate on solution quality.

Figures 4 and 5 are ounterparts to Figures 2 and 3, respetively. The only hange

in the experimental set-up was the penalty funtion.

An analysis of these results shows �rst that quality values remain good. In

instane hyperb256, we obtained the worst quality of all tests reported, whih was

3.2% of optimal for k = 2. Another feature of these results is that for three of

the instanes (hyperb256, omplb100, and orlib625) quality values do not tend to 1

after a ertain value of k, as happened for funtion �. To gather further evidene

of this phenomenon, we ran the heuristis on these three instanes for k values

up to 1000, and Figure 6 shows the results. There we see that after k = 100 or

so quality values remain almost onstant, and this onstant in eah ase is larger

than 1 (quality values are still quite good, being within 2.5% of optimal or better).

We do not know the reason for this phenomenon but onjeture that is has to do

with the fat that funtion � depends on k (whereas funtion � does not). In

Figure 6 we also see that even though the three instanes ome from quite di�erent

families, the qualities obtained for k > 10 follow a remarkably similar pattern. We

onjeture that the weight distribution bias in two of the instanes and the sparsity

of the third, ombined with the exponential growth of funtion �, make wrong edge

hoies very ostly, produing this behavior.

It is worth noting the times required for k = 1000 and instane orlib625. Exat

algorithm: 8124.45 seonds; Heuristi A: 0.86 seonds; and Heuristi B: 2.85 se-
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onds. These were the largest speedups of the heuristis with respet to the exat

algorithm observed in this study.

Finally, it is also worth mentioning that the observed performane of the random

algorithm with funtion � was similar to that with funtion �. The best results

were obtained for instane orlib625, where quality values were between 22% and

37% of optimal for 2 � k � 10. This is to be expeted, sine instane orlib625 is so

sparse, and hene edge hoies are few. For the other instanes quality values were

muh worse. For example, on instane hyperb256 and k = 100 quality was 36.8.
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Fig. 4. Quality values for small values of k, �rst bath, penalty funtion �.

4.2.3 Comparison of heuristis A and B. The last experiment ompares the per-

formane of heuristis A and B on family random, n = 500, k = 1000, funtion �,

and edge weights between 1 and m. We varied the number of edges from m = 1200

(very sparse) to m = 124750 (omplete), on a total of 16 m values (25 instanes for

eah value of m). We present three graphs: Figure 7 ompares both heuristis in

terms of �nd operations (on the union-�nd data strutures used). Figure 8 om-

pares both heuristis in terms of edge omparison operations. An edge omparison

operation is a omparison between inremental osts of two edges. These two kinds

of operations enapsulate the essential basi operations of these two heuristis. Fi-

nally Figure 9 ompares both heuristis in terms of running time (with operation

ounts inluded in the ode).

As an be seen in the �gures, the two heuristis have very di�erent behaviors

with respet to these instanes. Heuristi A has a km fator on its running time,
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Fig. 5. Quality values for small values of k, seond bath, penalty funtion �.

aused by the merging step alluded to in its desription (see Setion 3.1), and that

explains Figure 8 and Figure 9. The explanation for the drop in number of �nd

operations form > 30000 seems to be that it beomes easier to �nd valid edges (and

hene omplete trees) when more edges are available. Note also that variane in

operation ounts (and time) for Heuristi A is high. Standard deviations observed

were in some ases as high as 50% of the mean.

Heuristi B has almost onstant performane with respet to inreasing m on

all three measures. The reason is that the running time is dominated by the edge

insertion operation. Eah suh operation takes on averageO(�(2n; n) logn+logm).

While the dependene on m exists, it is very weak.

The onlusion from this last experiment is that Heuristi B is faster for dense

graphs, while A may be faster for sparse graphs. This is onsistent with results

seen in Tables 3, 4, 5, and 6.

5. FINAL REMARKS

The parallel edge tehnique is a standard way of dealing with ertain nonlinear

optimization problems, suh as the kMST problem, studied here. We have shown

that greedy heuristis, well implemented, represent an interesting alternative to

solve this problem, if optimality is not ruial but running time is. In addition

these heuristis obtain results that are far better than random solutions.

We have also investigated the possibility of adding a lower bound omputation

to our heuristis. A simple lower bound for the kMST problem is a set of k(n� 1)
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Fig. 6. Quality values for hard instanes and large k, penalty funtion �.

edges (not neessarily distint) of G suh that the sum of their penalized weights is

minimum and suh that no more than k opies of any given edge are seleted. The

omputation of this lower bound an be done as follows. Initially, we must insert

every edge e 2 E into a priority queue and set ounter

e

= 0. In eah step of the

algorithm, we remove the �rst edge (e) from the queue and inrement ounter

e

. If

the new value of ounter

e

is k, e an be disarded; if ounter

e

< k, we must update

the inremental ost of e and reinsert it into the queue. We stop after k(n � 1)

steps. If the priority queue is implemented as a binary heap, eah step will require

O(logm) time. Adding the O(m) time neessary to build the heap, this yields a

running time of O(m+ kn logm), asymptotially better than any of the algorithms

disussed.

This lower bound is so simple that its omputation an be inorporated into any of

the heuristis, thereby reating a program that will output a quality measure of the

solution obtained, while still being muh faster than the exat algorithm. However,

preliminary experiments have shown that this lower bound is not onsistently strong

for this purpose (there are ases in whih it attains only 50% of the optimum value;

in many other ases, however, it did reah 99% of optimal). We are urrently trying

to improve this bound and at the same time keep it fast to ompute.

Several other lines of future researh suggest themselves: is there a faster exat

algorithm for kMST? What is the behavior of the heuristis for other penalty

funtions? Using the penalty funtions presented here, are the heuristis in fat

approximation algorithms? In what other ongestion problems an these greedy
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Fig. 7. Comparison of Heuristis A and B on instanes from family random (n = 500 and k =

1000) in terms of �nd operations.

tehniques be applied? The kMST problem without the weak onvexity ondition

(relaxing it by requiring for example that w

p

be just nondereasing with respet to

i

e

) is also worth investigating.
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